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Firefox: Firefox has no shortage of shortcuts for popular commands, but if you really want to control everything about your browser experience, Customized Firefox shortcuts are an add-on that allows you to set your own commands for almost every feature or team Firefox offers. Once installed, you can control shortcuts
from the Firefox settings/options window, where the add-on inserted the new Shortcuts tab on the right. Click on it and you can set up any of the built-in Firefox add-ons to fit your workflow. Customized shortcuts even dig into installed extensions and gives you the ability to set shortcuts for extension features. I was
surprised to find it offered me a keyboard shortcut to bring up the XMarks customization dialogue if I wanted to. Customized shortcuts work in OS X, Windows, and Linux wherever Firefox does, and doesn't require a reboot to install. Customized Shortcuts for Firefox Although Windows 8 has a radically new interface for
touch, it still supports the mouse and keyboard and actually comes with several new keyboard shortcuts that can make working on Windows 8 more productive and navigation easier. Windows 8 is available for download today, complete with a new tiled, touch interface like... More As-To Geek has compiled some of the
label's most important keys, including: Windows Key - brings up the subway launch screen. You can start typing to search for an app, just like the Win7 launch menu. Winning No D brings up an old Windows desktop. Win q C - raises the Charms menu, where you can search, share, and change settings. Win i - opens
the settings panel where you can change settings for your current app, change volume, wireless networks, turn off or adjust the brightness. Win - opens App Bar for the current Metro app. Victory No. H - opens the Panel Metro Share. Winning in - brings up the screen search application subway. See the whole post a few
more. Once you've learned those for an even more comprehensive list of hotkeys, check out PCWorld's compiled chart of shortcuts (excerpts from the image above). They include these shortcuts plus some others, like lock-targeting devices with Win and O, as well as shortcuts that are unchanged from Windows 7.Get to
know the new shortcut keys in Windows 8 How-to Geek Windows 8 Consumer Preview Keyboard Shortcuts (en) PCWorld Almost everyone uses keycuts of some sort on their Windows system, but what if you could create new ones for your favorite apps? You may just be amazed at how simple it can be for just a few
clicks and without programming using WinKey. WinKey in action During the installation process you will see this window that gives you the basic idea is just what can be achieved with this wonderful little application. Once the installation process is complete, you'll see the main app window. It provides a simple list of all
the shortcuts that he's currently managing. Note: WinKey will automatically add a record to Startup Listing to the Start Menu during installation. To see regular built-in Windows shortcuts, it manages to click the Standard shortcuts to select it and then click on the Properties. For those curious WinKey has a Tray Icon
system that can be disabled if desired. Now on creating these new keyboard shortcuts... For our example, we decided to create a keyboard shortcut for the app, not a folder. To create a shortcut for the app, click on the small Paper icon, as shown here. Once you've done that, browse the relevant folder and select the exe
file. The second step is to choose which keyboard shortcut you would like to associate with this particular app. You can use a dropout list to choose from a list of available keyboard combinations. As an example, we chose Windows Key and A. The final step is to choose Run Mode. There are three options available in the
dropout list... Choose the one that best suits your needs. Here's what our example looked like after it was completed. All that's left to do at this point is click OK to finish the process. And just like that, your new keyboard shortcut is being listed in the main app window. Time to try out your new keyboard shortcut! One quick
use of our new keyboard label and Iron Browser opened up right up. WinKey really makes creating new keyboard shortcuts as easy as possible. Conclusion If you wanted to create new keyboard shortcuts for your favorite apps and folders, then it really didn't get any easier than with WinKey. This is definitely a
recommended app for those who like to get it to do the software. Links Download WinKey on Softpedia I spent some time browsing around Facebook today (translation: waste time) when I noticed that they have some shortcut keys to navigate the site using the keyboard, so I put together a list for everyone. Note: For
each of these shortcut keys, if you use Firefox, you will need to use Shift'Alt, not just Alt, and for Internet Explorer you need to hit the Enter key after the shortcut to call it. If you use a Mac, you will need to use Ctrl'Opt instead of Alt. New post: Alt and M This key shortcut doesn't seem to work in Internet Explorer at all, but
if you're using Google Chrome or Firefox, it should work fine, although Firefox will use Shift-Alt-M instead. Search box: Alt ? This key shortcut is the same in Chrome and Internet Explorer, but Shift-Alt? Firefox is really a very useful shortcut, since the search box gets access to all your friends easily. Home: Alt No 1 The
label will take you to the homepage if you are in Firefox it's and IE is an alt-1 and then type. Your profile: Alt No 2 This shortcut will take you to your profile page if you are in Firefox it's Shift-Alt-2 and IE is Alt'2 and then Enter. Friend Requests: Alt No 3 This label is somewhat useless if you're not the most popular person
in the world since it opens a friend's request page. If you are in Firefox, then it is Shift-Alt-3, and IE is an Alt-3, and then type. Messages: Alt No. 4 This label opens up a conversation message. If you are in Firefox, then it is Shift-Alt-4 and IE is alt-4 and then type. Notifications: Alt No. 5 This label opens up a conversation
notifications. If you are in Firefox, then it is Shift-Alt-5 and IE is Alt'5 and then type. There's a few other label keys, for alt-6 to 0 keyboards that get you in settings, privacy, about, terms, and help pages. If you need a chart in a hurry or want to check certain trends in the data, create a chart in Microsoft Excel at the touch of
a button. Excel has a default chart that is activated using the keyboard's quick access keys. If you find the feature useful, customize different templates to better meet your needs in the future. The instructions in this article refer to Excel 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010, 2007; Excel for Mac; and Excel for Microsoft 365. A quick
chart keyboard shortcut adds a commonly used chart to the current sheet or to a separate sheet in the current workbook. Here's how to add a new chart to a new page in your existing work book: Select the data you want to use in the chart. Click the F11 on the keyboard. The diagram is created and added to a separate
sheet of the current work book. If the default settings have not been changed, a chart column is created when you click F11. Mac users may need to hold the Fn key when they press any functional keys, such as F1. In addition, some features, such as F11, may not work if macOS hotkeys, such as Expose, are not
disabled. In addition to adding a copy of the chart to a separate sheet, the same chart can be added to the current sheet using different keyboard quick access keys. Here's how to add a chart to the same sheet: Select the data you want to use in the chart. Tap and hold the alt key. If you're on a Mac, replace Option. Click
F1. The new chart is created and added to your current sheet along with your data. When you click on F11 or Alt-F1, you create a chart that you don't like, change the chart using built-in templates. Here's how to change the type of chart: Select a chart. Select the Chart Tools Design tab. Choose the type of change chart.
Choose the type of chart you'd like to use. Choose the style of the chart. Choose OK when you're done. If want to use a predetermined chart style, create a diagram that uses diagram style, color, scale settings, and type of font that you want. Then save the chart as a template. Follow Follow Steps to save the new chart
template: tap the right button on the chart to open the contextual menu. Choose Save as a template to open the template dialog window to save the charts. Enter the name of the template in the text field of the file name. Select Save to save the template and close the dialog window. The chart template file is stored as a
.crtx file in the C folder: Documents and username:set-up (AppData) Roaming (Microsoft) Templates-Charts. If you don't need a chart template to be created, remove it to remove it from the template list in Excel. To remove the chart pattern: Select the Design Tools chart tab. Select the type of change chart to open the
change chart type dialog. Select templates to see a list of chart templates. Select Mange Patterns to open a file manager showing saved chart patterns. Click the right button on the chart template that you want to delete and choose Delete. Remove. &lt;/username&gt; autocad 3d commands shortcut keys pdf
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